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Core Values

Intergraph Government Solutions (IGS) is an independent

• Customer satisfaction is paramount to business success – we

subsidiary for Intergraph Corporation’s U.S. federal business.
As a premier provider of integrated geospatial and technical
solutions to the US Government, IGS empowers government
agencies to make smarter and faster operational decisions. IGS
helps its government customers create intelligent maps, analyze
geospatial intelligence, manage assets and infrastructure,
and provide dispatch emergency services. It transforms
complex data from disparate sources into real time actionable
information. With its deep industry expertise and long tradition of
technical innovation, IGS also helps its government customers
optimize and streamline their operations, protect their critical
assets, and improve operational performance and readiness
while reducing costs.
Defense and intelligence agencies have relied on IGS for 40
years because we bring together people, data, and systems
for faster and more accurate decision making. Our geospatially
powered solutions transform vast amounts of complex data into
actionable intelligence, protecting U.S. and global interests and
supporting the warfighter.

strive to exceed customer expectations.
• We are results-oriented – we seek continuous improvement
through aggressive, attainable goals.
• We are committed to innovation – innovation can transform
the way our customers do business.
• Great teams build great companies – we seek to attract, develop, and retain leading talent.
• We aspire to lead – by setting the standard that others
emulate.
• We are honest and fair – in our dealings with customers, partners, shareholders, communities and each other.

Quality Management
“Every employee is committed to implementing quality
processes in order to meet or exceed customer expectations
and ensure mutual profitability...Customer satisfaction for all
internal and external customers is the expectation, and will be
achieved through processes that deliver a superior product or
service, on time, and at the right price.” - Joe Fehrenbach, COO

Vision

Quality Management Objectives

IGS’ vision is to be a premier provider of integrated geospatial

• Provide Intergraph products and integrated turnkey solutions

and technical solutions to the U.S. Federal Government.

Mission
The mission of IGS is to empower U.S. Federal Government
agencies to make smarter and faster operational decisions.
Through superior software and services, we enable our
customers to organize vast amounts of complex data into
understandable visual representations. We help our customers
to optimize and protect their operations to make the world safer
and more productive.

to meet our client’s requirements, schedule & budget
• Maintain a customer satisfaction rate of at least a 4 on a 5
point scale
• Continuously improve product quality and process efficiency
• Maintain a fair and creative work environment that respects
new ideas and hard work

Industry Certifications
• Member of the Open GIS Consortium
• Certified to the ISO 9001-2008 standard

SOLUTIONS, PRODUCTS & SERVICES

and efficient communication involving geospatially related
information.

Geospatial
As the geospatial experts who continue to lead the industry in

Maintenance Management

an evolving world, Intergraph Government Solutions provides

The IGS team offers award-winning Aircraft Maintenance

accurate and flexible solutions to complex work flow challenges.

Management services and support. IGS has heavily invested in

What does that mean for your organization? Whether you

recruiting and retaining a unique blend of skilled resources from

are responsible for a military operation or evaluating the
environmental impact of a disaster on federal forestlands, we’ve
developed easy-to-use workflow tools that the layman can
understand. Our server-based solutions are designed to let you
cost effectively manage and share data with a broader user base
and allow you to take advantage of today’s “cloud” and mobile

both the commercial airline and military maintenance arenas
with extensive expertise in engineering, aircraft maintenance,
lean process improvement, and information technology (IT). Our
holistic approach considers all of these critical maintenance
program elements to ensure a complete, smart maintenance
solution. By leveraging proven aircraft maintenance management

technologies.

solutions, properly adapting these solutions to unique

The IGS geospatial applications integrate well with other systems

Intergraph is able to deliver optimized aircraft maintenance

you may be using. As the holder of the largest collection of open
standards certifications in the world, we continue to pioneer
open data storage and sharing.

environments, and augmenting with critical IT and lean support,
solutions that increase aircraft availability, mission capability, and
efficiency, minimize ownership costs, all while maintaining aircraft
safety to the highest standard.

®

Incorporating our proven ERDAS and

GeoMedia®

products

among many others, IGS provides expert service, solutions,

Other Solutions

tools, and products.

IGS offers services and solutions across the U.S. Department of
Defense as well as federal civil agencies. IGS solutions lead to

Public Safety, Security & Emergency Management

impactful, effective, and cost-saving results. We also specialize

Whether your responsibilities lie in protecting our borders,

in the following:

fighting terrorism, or safeguarding military installations and those

• Intelligent data integration from multiple sources through

who live and work on them, Intergraph Government Solutions is
your trusted partner.
IGS’ industry-leading solutions provide public safety, military
personnel and government agencies with the advanced
technology and tools they need to achieve a common operating
picture, helping to create a safer world on a local, regional, and

EdgeFrontier®
• Geospatial map production
• Natural resources and fire management
• Public works
• Energy management for both military installations and naval
fleets

national level.
IGS also supports emergency management activities, including

• Records management/FOIA request management

prevention and response planning, analysis, monitoring, and

• Cyber security/Information assurance

recovery for natural disasters and large public events. An integral

• Anti-terrorism and force protection

component, our Spatial Data Infrastructure application, provides

• Border security

you with the technology framework you need for cost-effective

• IT System Support

ABOUT INTERGRAPH GOVERNMENT SOLUTIONS
Intergraph is the leading global provider of engineering and geospatial software that enables customers to visualize complex data. Businesses and governments
in more than 60 countries rely on Intergraph’s industry-specific software to organize vast amounts of data and infuse the world with intelligence to make
processes and infrastructures better, safer, and smarter. The company’s software and services empower customers to build and operate more efficient plants
and ships, create intelligent maps, and protect critical infrastructure and millions of people around the world. Intergraph Government Solutions (IGS) is an
independent subsidiary for Intergraph SG&I’s U.S. federal business. Intergraph is a wholly owned subsidiary of Hexagon AB, (Nordic exchange: HEXA B). For
more information, visit www.intergraphgovsolutions.com, www.intergraph.com and www.hexagon.com. Intergraph Government Solutions 9/2012
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